
ARCHIVING + META DATA



CREATE AN ARCHIVE SYSTEM 
THAT YOU AND YOUR 

CLIENTS CAN WORK WITH. 

➤ IMPORT 
➤ RENAME 
➤ ARCHIVE 
➤ ADD METADATA 
➤ BACK UP 



WHY RENAME & ARCHIVE (ORGANISE)

➤ If not careful, your hard worked for digital images will quickly 
turn into a digital disaster. What good is an image collection if 
you (and others) can’t find the carefully captured moments 
that we’re looking for? Or worse it gets lost or damaged.  

➤ The software and systems you choose are up to you. 
Ultimately you’ll need to import, rename, archive, add meta 
data and back up.  

➤ We’ll show you one system, but you are free to choose your 
own methods. We will be checking your systems. 



WHAT IS METADATA

➤ Metadata is essential part of our digital world, an integral 
information layer that allows us to search, sort, share, 
attribute and track files.  

➤ It’s important for digital files and media to increase their 
long-term sustainability - metadata is transported with the 
archived files, works as a search aid, and helps keep our 
collections relevant and usable.  

➤ Accurate categorisation, tagging and description of files and 
collections through metadata can ensure they are efficiently 
retrieved and contextualised by humans and software alike.



WHY METADATA?
➤ Metadata identifies: 

➤ who owns an image, copyright and contact information 

➤ what brand or model of camera created the file, along with 
exposure information (shutter speed, f-stop, etc.)  

➤ descriptive information, such as keywords & captions 

➤ Metadata makes: 

➤ the file or image searchable on a computer and/or the Internet.  

➤ Some metadata is created by the camera and some is input by the 
photographer and/or software after downloading to a computer. 
Most digital cameras write metadata about model number, 
shutter speed, etc.



PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
➤ Find and organise your own 

work and files 

➤ Avoid data loss 

➤ Sell & publish your work 

➤ Protect your work 

➤ Understand how to work with 
professional clients 

➤ Make your work retains value 
in the future



BUILD YOUR OWN 
SYSTEM


